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	Master Force.com, Today’s Fastest, Most Flexible Cloud Development Platform


	 


	With Salesforce.com’s Force.com platform, you can build and deploy powerful cloud-based enterprise applications faster than ever before. Now, Jason Ouellette gives you all the practical, technical guidance you need to make the most of the newest Force.com releases in your own custom cloud applications.


	 


	Throughout, he adds new code and updated best practices for rapidly prototyping, building, and testing production-quality Force.com solutions. This edition’s extensive new coverage includes Developer Console, JSON, Streaming and Tooling APIs, Bulk API, Force.com Canvas, REST integration, support for Web MVC frameworks, Dynamic Apex and Visualforce, and an all-new chapter on mobile user interfaces.


	 


	Ouellette covers the entire platform: UIs, database design, analytics, security, and many other topics. His code examples emphasize maintainability, flexibility, and seamless integration—and you can run and adapt all of them with a free Force.com Developer Edition account. Coverage includes:

	
		
			Leveraging Force.com’s customizable infrastructure to deliver advanced Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) solutions

	
	
		
			Understanding Force.com’s unique processes, tools, and architecture

	
	
		
			Developing a complete application, from requirements and use cases through deployment

	
	
		
			Using the Force.com database as a framework for highly flexible, maintainable applications

	
	
		
			Applying Force.com’s baked-in security, including user identity, data ownership, and fine-grained access control

	
	
		
			Constructing powerful business logic with Apex, SOQL, and SOSL

	
	
		
			Adopting asynchronous actions, Single Page Applications, and other advanced features in Web user interfaces

	
	
		
			Building intuitive user interfaces with Visualforce, and extending them to public-facing websites and mobile devices

	
	
		
			Creating smartphone/tablet-friendly apps with HTML5 and Visualforce

	
	
		
			Performing massive data-intensive tasks offline with Batch Apex

	
	
		
			Using Force.com integration options, including REST, SOAP, Canvas, and the Streaming, Bulk, Tooling, and Metadata APIs

	
	
		
			Developing internal social applications with Force.com’s Chatter collaboration tools

	



	If you’re already building Web or mobile applications, take your next giant step into enterprise cloud development—with Development with the Force.com Platform, Third Edition.


	 


	All code examples in this book are available on Github at http://goo.gl/fjRqMX, and as a Force.com IDE project on Github at https://github.com/jmouel/dev-with-force-3e.
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Adobe AIR for JavaScript Developers Pocket Guide (Pocket Guides)O'Reilly, 2008
This book is the official guide to Adobe (R) AIR[TM], written by members of the AIR team. With Adobe AIR, web developers can use technologies like HTML and JavaScript to build and deploy web applications to the desktop. Packed with examples, this book explains how AIR works and features recipes for performing common runtime tasks. Part of the Adobe...
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Implementing Domain-Specific Languages with Xtext and XtendPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you know Eclipse then learning how to implement a DSL using Xtext is a natural progression. And this guide makes it easy to get started through a step-by-step approach accompanied with simple examples.


	Overview

	
		Learn to quickly develop a domain-specific language with Xtext
	
		Implement any...
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Apache Mahout CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	A fast, fresh, developer-oriented dive into the world of Mahout


	Overview

	
		Learn how to set up a Mahout development environment
	
		Start testing Mahout in a standalone Hadoop cluster
	
		Learn to find stock market direction using logistic regression
	
		Over 35 recipes with...
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Applying AutoCAD 2010McGraw-Hill, 2009

	Applying AutoCAD 2010 has been updated to accompany the new version of the AutoCAD software, which includes some useful features for both 3D modeling and 2D documentation. Some of these features include:


	3D Mesh Modeling --- A 3D mesh is a new type of object that can be reshaped by pushing or pulling on its surface. The...
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Deploying OpenStackO'Reilly, 2011

	
		This book is aimed at developers, technologists, and system administrators eager to
		understand and deploy cloud computing infrastructure projects based upon OpenStack
		software. It is intended to provide the reader with a solid understanding of the Open-
		Stack project goals, details of specific OpenStack software components,...
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Pro PowerShell Desired State Configuration: An In-Depth Guide to Windows PowerShell DSCApress, 2018

	
		Use Windows PowerShell Desired State Configuration (DSC) to configure your infrastructure on-premises and in the cloud. In an environment where changes and deployments are happening all the time, DSC makes the necessary adjustments to the system so you don’t have to. Pro PowerShell Desired State Configuration shows...
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